Ode to Air Cargo

Flowers for Mum, gadgets for Dad
Toys at Christmas, no one is sad
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Strawberries at Wimbledon, the latest i-fad
Stylish new shoes, wow they are rad
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

The hottest jewelry, the freshest of meat
Even the leather that covers your seat
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

TVs, radios, music that booms
Even the speakers that fill our rooms
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Salmon from Norway, lamb from the South
Tasty chocolates, delicious in the mouth
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Sports cars, race horses, helicopters too
Yes, on an airplane that will surprise you
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Circuit boards, scanners, crayons and plates
Even the rollers that affix to your skates
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Wines, clothes and diamond rings
Cheeses, books in fact most things
If it were not for air cargo, we would not have

Thousands of jobs and millions of lives
Impacted positively as the economy thrives
Make it here, sell it there
Air cargo people, they really care

So as you sit comfortably in your aircraft seat
Think of the cargo beneath your feet